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MESSAGE FROM GRAND MASTER
Yes, we are the gods we have been seeking, the Spacemen …
www.uqd-edu.eu/pages/StephenPalmer/images/The%20Ones.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXEltNQTB20&list=PLqbUK
bSgpYkeKk2HdY05v4V5Z_4Iw9ISr
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MESSAGE FROM PATRON
At this Moment in ‘time’ feeling a Strong Urge to Awaken those
‘thinking’ to be Awake.
Do spend some Thoth on that, for will Kick Down some ‘holy’
Houses. Many of ‘you’ feeling the Wish to UNITE, yet still being
Fooled by those of ‘religion’. YES, some of you are Willingly Fools!
Let ‘me’ explain. Sure we need get rid of the Structures that keep
‘you’ Separated from Self. For some ‘reason’ you have a Strong
Wish to be Fooled, for it Sounds so Nice and Feels so Good.
So yet again a New Religion be Created, a Fake Base Signal, many
Say they are No Part, yet THEY ARE. Instead of Knowing Self they
continue ‘believe’ in so called Ascended Masters, again having their
Energy Sucked by the Artificial. Especially wo-men are Vulnerable
to this Virus and Tricked in its Trap, and not only that, as Passers of
Culture they Encage their Children for Generations to Come.
Some speak of ‘our’ Beloved St. Germain (by any name), Pretending
these EXAMPLES to be ‘real’, even ‘living’, again, you are a
FOOL! For your Kids Sake, and the alleged ‘others’, LET GO of the
Non-Sense of Non-Self, get Centered, be your Own Master, have
some Fun and be Happy while Inter-Acting with other selves (is
You), for Eternity, if you cant handle that, go to the ‘religious’ and
have your Memory Wiped, for Blessed are the Simpletons of Mind.

Dear Friends, yet another
article on 3D Design and
Printing, it seems an
unstoppable trend, available
also to the ‘little’ man.
Allow me introduce our
teacher Carina Canoy, a woman certainly able make you
enthousiastic as well.

She designs Workshops from
high level University to
Down to Earth ‘us’ or even
little children.

The Wish is the Father of Thoth, AB-RA-HAM, the Father of the
Son is the Fish Hook, the alleged ‘god’, meaning for as long as you
have Wishes, Images be Created and You be Stuck in the
Materialized.
Those having problem ‘following’ me, have a look at produce of
‘other’ me, so You Too have Option Be THAT I AM …

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_multiverse20.htm

Would you like Learn how
3D Print or Create your own
Printer? You can!
www.peer2tech.nl
info@peer2tech.nl

Highlighting the Works of
our Patron Prince and Knight
General, Sir Patrick from the
Noble House Molier (Royaum
Sans Frontières, at the lock-atION currently known as The
Hague).

Knights in Action

In each issue, this section will
showcase all the Great Work that our
White Knights, UQD Professors or
“Friends of the White Knights” are
doing worldwide in their own
communities.

Highlighting the Works
of our Knight Commander
Sir Zadok Severin Lempert,
PhD, Professor (emeritus)
(from Thailand).

This month we are highlighting the
works of our very own, Count St.
Germain AKA “Adamus”.

Far more than a mere Prince,
Patrick is also the Secretary
and Treasurer of our Stichting
University of Quantum
Dynamics Foundation (UQD).
He is also the one who wastes
countless hours of his ‘time’
updating and coding our UQD
website as well as ‘translating’
this Newsletter. He is the
behind the scenes and modest
Living Man, he sees no need to
be featured in this Newsletter.
Patrick is the epitome of a true
Sovereign. A man who once
“had it all”, the fancy cars, high
profile job etc. Until one day,
he decided to leave the
proverbial rat wheel, and found
liberation and freedom in
leading a simple life, away
from the “Realms of
COMMERCE”. Now spending
his days playing! Lucky him!
He enriches the lives of the
many children he teaches to
build wood-carved animals by
Assisting in hands on
workshops at various schools.
A highly spiritual Gnostic
being, who enjoys sharing his
unique viewpoints with the
masses. A true alleged ‘leader’
as well as a very naughty boy
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=OOuWWzP7wl0 with an
innate wisdom. While
sometimes misunderstood, he
is an amazing teacher if able
realize Hidden Meanings …

(1712-1784 allegedly). His birth and life
shrouded in mystery and obscurity. He
was a European Courtier who had an
interest in Art and Science. An occultist,
who as his life neared the end, shared he
was the son of Prince Francis II Rákóczi
of Transylvania. Educated in Italy by the
last of the Medicis, Gian Gastone. He is
described as being “everything to
everybody” able to speak different
languages and easily interchange
disciplines at the drop of a hat to suit
whomever he was speaking to at the
time! He was also said to have been
spotted in various timelines throughout
history in different parts of the world.
BUT to those of us Knights (and there
are many of us) who are graced by his
teachings and gentle prodding even
today, we know him as a great Master, a
compassionate (yet tough) teacher who
makes us strive to polish our “inner
diamonds” and be the best souls we can
be. Thank you St. Germain!

To sum him up in a few
words, Dr. Lempert is a
world class networking
expert, a pioneer in Special
Interest and Eco-Tourism,
an International
speaker/lecturer, and an
Academic Researcher!
Due to his worldwide
consultancy, audit and
lecturing assignments, he
has become a “world
citizen” and has
continuously been living
like a “jet-age gypsy” and – as he states - enjoying
every bit of it.

To view this “World
Citizens” complete and
very impressive resume
please see the following
link
www.uqd-edu.eu/I-AMZadokLempert.html
Dr Zadok S. Lempert can
be reached via E-Mail
zadoklempert@aol.com

Change
Pay Close Attention

Do you Have Story Ideas or Content for Next issue?
We intend to have a monthly issue of Our Newsletter. If you have a great
story to share/tell or perhaps a resource (or video you wish to share) in the next
issue, do let me know. If you wish be featured in next month’s “Knights in
Action” section just ask! You do not have to be a Knight yet to include content
or be featured. Apprentices are welcome and encouraged to do so. Also, UQD
Professors and “Friends of the White Knights” are also welcome to submit
content. Within SWKM-OSG ALL are equal. Please do feel free to share
anything that inspired you along your spiritual path that you feel might be of
interest to others. This Newsletter is for you and about you. For content
suggestions and ideas please contact Lady Suzanne Edwards at
suzanne.edwards@uqd-edu.eu
Experiment
To be honest, we have no need for asking, its more the alleged ‘others’ having the wish for ‘me’ to
take out some Broken Teeth, so, if a Dentist at the Geographical Location Currently Known As The
Hague feels a strong urge to Assist in such FOR FREE, please do let us know …
patrick@uqd-edu.eu
Do you have a requirement, material or immaterial?
Have it in our next issue by sending to Lady Suzanne at suzanne.edwards@uqd-edu.eu
Quote of the Day!

“True Nobility lies Not in your Line-Age of Flesh, Nor in a Paper stating such; it is in the Way You Act
and Behave, while Inter-Acting with 'others', allowing them Free Will, to be their own Walking Kingdom,
Not Limiting their Believe or Expression of Self”.
Prince Patrick from the Noble House Molier
"Finding one's soul-mate, is as elusive as solving the mysteries of dark matter"
Lady Suzanne Edwards

